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Background: The efficacy of mammography screening in reducing breast cancer mortality has been demonstrated in randomized 
trials. However, treatment options - and hence prognosis – for advanced tumor stages as well as mammography techniques have 
considerably improved since completion of these trials. Consequently, the effectiveness of mammography screening under current 
conditions is unclear and controversial. The German mammography screening program (MSP), an organized population-based 
screening program, was gradually introduced between 2005 and 2008 and achieved nation-wide coverage in 2009.
Objective: We describe in detail a study protocol for investigating the effectiveness of the German MSP in reducing breast cancer 
mortality in women aged 50 to 69 years based on health claims data. Specifically, the proposed study aims at estimating per-protocol 
effects of several screening strategies on cumulative breast cancer mortality. The first analysis will be conducted once 10-year follow- 
up data are available.
Methods and Analysis: We will use claims data from five statutory health insurance providers in Germany, covering approximately 
37.6 million individuals. To estimate the effectiveness of the MSP, hypothetical target trials will be emulated across time, an approach 
that has been demonstrated to minimize design-related biases. Specifically, the primary contrast will be in terms of the cumulative 
breast cancer mortality comparing the screening strategies of “never screen” versus “regular screening as intended by the MSP”.
Ethics and Dissemination: In Germany, the utilization of data from health insurances for scientific research is regulated by the Code 
of Social Law. All involved health insurance providers as well as the responsible authorities approved the use of the health claims data 
for this study. The Ethics Committee of the University of Bremen determined that studies based on claims data are exempt from 
institutional review. The findings of the proposed study will be published in peer-reviewed journals.
Keywords: emulated target trial, cancer screening, effectiveness, claims data, mammography

Introduction
Background
Mammography screening aims at reducing breast cancer mortality through early diagnosis of asymptomatic, early-stage 
cancers.1 The prognosis of breast cancer is considerably better when diagnosed at an early stage.2–4 Several randomized 
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clinical trials were conducted in the second half of the last century demonstrating a reduction in breast cancer mortality 
due to screening with mammography.5,6

In parallel to screening efforts increasing world-wide, novel treatment options for women with advanced breast 
cancer stages have also been introduced over the last two decades leading to improved survival rates, particularly for 
advanced stages without distant metastases.7,8 Consequently, the reduction in breast cancer mortality due to screening 
might be lower if trials were conducted nowadays. However, mammography techniques have also improved such that the 
present sensitivity of imaging techniques might have resulted in greater mortality reductions as compared to the earlier 
trials.9 Given that RCTs comparing mammography screening against no screening nowadays are no longer ethical, the 
analysis of observational data is the only option to obtain insights into the effectiveness of mammography screening 
under current conditions. A few large observational studies have been conducted on the effectiveness of mammography 
screening and indicated a reduction in breast cancer mortality in screened women.10–12 To date, however, there has been 
no observational study on this research question using the novel principle of target trial emulation, which specifically 
aims to minimize common time-related and other biases.

In Germany, an organized mammography screening program (MSP) was introduced from 2005 to 2008, achieving 
nation-wide coverage in 2009. All women aged 50 to 69 years, with German residency, are centrally invited biennially by 
mail to attend screening at one of the 94–95 certified mammography screening units.1 Participation rates in the German 
MSP are around 50% per screening round and 83% of women in a survey said they had participated at least once over 
a 10-year time frame.13,14 Information on whether and when invitations were issued is not available due to data 
protection reasons; screening attendance, however, can be identified using specific health insurance claims codes.

Objectives
The proposed observational study is part of a larger research effort commissioned by the German Federal Office for 
Radiation protection to evaluate whether mammography screening is beneficial in Germany. Within this research effort, 
our proposed study will estimate the effects of different screening strategies in the German mammography screening 
program on breast cancer mortality over a 10-year follow-up in women aged 50 to 69 at baseline. Specifically, three 
screening strategies will be compared: 1) Never screening 2) Screening at least at baseline, with free choice whether to 
undergo screening afterwards 3) Screening at baseline and then regularly every two years.

Two primary research questions will be addressed:
Research question 1: Does participation in the German MSP reduce breast cancer mortality in the population of all 

eligible women?
Research question 2: Does participation in the German MSP reduce breast cancer mortality in the subgroup of 

screening-affine women?
While question 1 addresses the ideal situation that all those eligible participate, question 2 is relevant as it concerns 

those women who are most likely to participate in the MSP. Both are regarded as primary research questions. The follow- 
up time of 10 years refers to the time point when the first analysis will be conducted. Re-analysis based on extended 
follow-up is planned.

For each research question we will consider the following two contrasts:
● Primary contrast: Strategy 1 (never screened) versus strategy 3 (regular screening).
● Secondary contrast: Strategy 1 (never screened) versus strategy 2 (screening at baseline).

Specifically, in view of competing events, we will assess the total effect15 of the strategies in the primary analysis. The 
primary contrast reflects the original intention of the MSP and is relevant to the individual women who can decide 
whether to participate and adhere to the program or not. The secondary contrast addresses the effect of offering the MSP 
under the reality of imperfect adherence; it is therefore also relevant to public health decision makers.
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Materials and Methods
Description of Data Sources
The German Pharmacoepidemiological Research Database (GePaRD) and the BARMER data warehouse (DWH) will be 
the main data sources for this study. GePaRD comprises health claims data from four German statutory health insurance 
(SHI) providers, with data on approximately 25 million individuals who have been insured with one of the participating 
SHI providers since 2004 or later.16 The BARMER DWH covers approximately 12.6 million individuals who were 
insured with BARMER between 2006 and 2017.17 In Germany, health insurance is mandatory, with 87% of the 
population being insured with an SHI provider (11% of the population are insured with a private insurance provider 
and further government schemes exist, eg for soldiers or refugees).18 The health claims data contain basic demographic 
information, codes for outpatient drug prescriptions, outpatient physician contacts, in- and outpatient operations, 
procedures, and diagnoses. Outpatient procedures and diagnoses are coded on a quarterly basis, while exact dates are 
available for inpatient codes and outpatient services. Reimbursed drugs are identified based on Anatomical Therapeutic 
Chemical (ATC) codes, diagnoses are identified based on International Classification of Diseases, tenth revision, German 
modification (ICD-10-GM) codes and procedures and services based on Operation and Procedure classification (OPS) 
codes and Uniform Assessment Standard (EBM) codes.

All regions of Germany are represented in the data from the involved SHIs. GePaRD and BARMER data will be 
analyzed separately for reasons of data protection. Similar data from further health insurance providers might be added to 
increase sample size if and when their use for this project will be approved.

Data starting in 2004 for GePaRD and 2006 for BARMER will be used for this study. For the first analysis, data up to 
and including 2018 will be used. The follow-up will be extended as soon as further data years are available.

Study Design
To address the research questions, we use a target trial emulation approach.19,20 While any observational study might 
suffer from bias due to uncontrolled confounding, awareness has recently increased for biases (often time-related) due to 
deviation from basic principles of study design. These latter, “self-inflicted” biases, can be avoided or reduced by 
emulating, as best as possible, the design of a hypothetical randomized trial that would ideally answer the research 
question (the target trial).21 For our proposed mammography study, the protocol of the hypothetical target trial and its 
emulation with health claims data are described in Table 1. Multiple consecutive trials will be emulated, with one trial 
starting on the first day of each calendar quarter, to make full use of the longitudinal database. At the core of target trial 
emulation is the alignment of eligibility checks, assignment to treatment strategies, and start of follow-up at time-zero, ie 
baseline of each trial. A lack of such alignment is likely to entail erroneous conclusions.21,22 Therefore, eligibility criteria 
will be assessed at the baseline of each emulated trial. As a woman may qualify for multiple trials (starting in different 
quarters), her individual data will be copied (or “cloned”) and included in every trial for which she is eligible23 (see 
Figure S1). Furthermore, at each baseline, a woman’s data might fit with more than one screening strategy. Again, 
information from this woman will be copied and one clone will be assigned to each screening strategy she fits. Hence one 
person can contribute to several trials and within one trial to several screening strategies. This cloning approach reduces 
time-related biases,23,24 while maximizing statistical efficiency.22 Data from all emulated trials and all clones within each 
trial will be pooled and analyzed jointly. The respective analysis dataset will then contain information on m clones across 
all trials originating from n women (ie m≥n). Randomization is emulated by adjustment for confounding (more details 
are given below and in Supplement 1). Each of the emulated trials has its own baseline, defined as the first day of the 
calendar quarter of trial start. Pre-baseline covariates are based on information before this day, while follow-up and 
outcome variables are based on information starting with this day, again ensuring alignment at time zero.

Eligibility Criteria
Individuals must satisfy the eligibility criteria listed in the emulated trial column in Table 1. Eligibility will be assessed at 
the baseline of each emulated trial.
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Table 1 Tabular Study Protocol for the Ideal Target Trial and the Approximation by Our Emulated Trial

Component Target Trial Emulated Trial

Aim To estimate the effect, if any, of different mammography-based screening 

strategies on breast cancer mortality in the German population aged 50– 

69.

Same

Eligibility To be eligible, women must:

● Be 50 to 69 years old.

● Have no history of breast cancer, carcinoma in situ of the breast or 

unspecified lumps in the breast.

● Be naïve to screening or diagnostic mammography and other imaging of 

the breast (in order to avoid selection of the study population according 

to prior screening history).

● Be permanently living in Germany.

To be eligible, women must:

● Not have missing information on sex, age, and region of residency.

● Be 50 to 69 years old.

● Be continuously insured for the 3 years before trial start.

● Have no coded diagnosis of breast cancer, carcinoma in situ of the breast 

or unspecified lumps in the breast) ever before baseline.

● Have no coded screening or diagnostic mammography or other imaging 

of the breast within 3 years before baseline.

● Be permanently living in Germany.

● For research question 2: have had at least one of the following preventive 

services coded during 3 years before trial start: screening colonoscopy, 

pap test or breast examination, health check-up 35, fecal occult blood 

test, influenza vaccine, skin cancer screening (in order to identify 

screening-affine women).

Screening strategies 1. Never undergo screening.

2. Screening at least at baseline.

3. Regular screening (two-year intervals).

Women are retained under their strategy if they receive a breast cancer 

diagnosis or if they stop regular screening (strategy 3) at age 70 or older. 

Receiving a screening mammogram will be considered non-adherence for 

strategy 1. Under all strategies, diagnostic mammograms are allowed when 

clinically indicated.

Same

Assignment to study 

arms

Randomly to one study arm. 

Randomization is unblinded.

Women are assigned to screening strategies based on observed screening 

behavior in baseline quarter. 

We assume random assignment within the levels of the baseline covariates 

described in the Supplement.

Follow-up Start: Treatment assignment. 

End: Death, loss to follow-up or end of study period at 2018, whichever 

occurs first.

Same, except start is the first day of the quarter of trial start. Length of 

follow-up is 10 years.

Outcome Death from breast cancer. Same (as determined either by the cause of death algorithm or by record 

linkage).

Causal contrast Per protocol (PP) effect. Observational analogue of PP effect. Adjustment for baseline and time- 

varying post-baseline confounding is necessary.

Statistical analysis Women are artificially censored when they deviate from their assigned 

screening strategy as follows:

● No screening: Censored when a screening mammography occurs.

● Screening at baseline: No censoring based on screening participation 

after baseline quarter.

● Regular screening: Censored when no subsequent screening mammo-

graphy was coded, unless the woman turned 70 or received a breast 

cancer diagnosis by the tenth quarter after the last screening mammo-

graphy.

The analysis is adjusted for non-adherence using baseline and post- 

baseline variables (eg via inverse probability weighting).

Same, except that data from each eligible woman receiving screening in the 

baseline quarter is cloned and assigned to screening strategies 2–3. 

Randomization will be emulated via adjustment for baseline confounders. 

Bias due to artificial censoring will be adjusted for using post-baseline 

confounders.

Note: The emulated trial is purely observational and exposure to the screening strategies is therefore based on the observed (appropriately censored) participation profiles. 
Sequential trials are emulated in each calendar quarter from 2009 to 2016, with each trial applying the eligibility criteria at its respective baseline.
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Sample Size
An overview of sample sizes (using GePaRD data from 2004 to 2016) is given in the flow chart in Figure 1.

Screening Strategies, Cloning and Artificial Censoring
The mammography screening strategies to be compared will be:
No screening: Under this strategy a woman never undergoes screening (control strategy).
Screening at baseline: Under this strategy, a woman undergoes screening in the baseline quarter and may or may not 
attend further screenings afterwards.
Regular screening: Under this strategy, a woman undergoes screening in the baseline quarter and in regular two-year 
intervals thereafter as long as she is in the age range of screening.

Assignment of a woman’s data to a strategy has to be done carefully using only baseline information, ie without 
“looking into the future”. Thus, as explained above, her data will be cloned and one clone will be assigned to each 
strategy with which the woman’s behavior is consistent in the baseline quarter, resulting in multiple clones (see 
Supplement Figure S1 for illustration, and reference20 for a methodological introduction). Note that women who died 

Women aged 50 - 69 years in baseline year (m = 74,396,836; n = 3,554,461)

Continuous enrolment in health insurance for ≥ 3 years before baseline (m = 65,974,479; 
n = 3,306,836)

Exclusion diagnoses ever before baseline:
• Breast cancer (m = 9,483,463)
• Carcinoma in situ (breast) (m = 1,323,474)

Asymptomatic before baseline (m = 56,456,398; n = 3,008,110)

Exclusion codes ever before baseline:
• Screening mammography or other breast imaging (m = 37,425,042)

Screening naïve at baseline (m =19,031,356; n =1,763,499)

Screened at least in baseline quarter (m =834,301; n =797,066)

Not screened in quarter after baseline (m =18,197,055; n =1,618,623)

Regular screening every two years (m =834,301; n =797,066)

Figure 1 Flow chart of subject disposition. m refers to all clones across all emulated trials while n refers to women. GePaRD data from 2004–2016 was used; no information 
on the study outcome was available at the time of analysis. Clones were assigned to screening strategies as illustrated in the Supplement. Active screening strategies have 
identical sample sizes, since they only differ in the screening sustained over time and, therefore, in the censoring process. For the estimation of the subgroup effect in women 
with at least one other preventive service during three years before baseline, a further decrease in sample size of 32.6% was observed (screening naïve at cohort entry - m: 
12,819,058, n: 1,503,094).
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in the baseline quarter without starting screening are consistent with and therefore assigned to all strategies. This avoids 
accumulation of early breast cancer deaths in the no screening strategy and, thereby, avoids bias. The same applies to 
women who received a breast cancer diagnosis in the baseline quarter without starting screening. Women who undergo 
screening within the baseline quarter are only cloned into the active screening strategies, since their observed screening 
behavior at baseline is not consistent with the control strategy. Furthermore, they are cloned into both active screening 
strategies, which avoids immortal time bias.21

Clones will be artificially censored at the start of the first calendar quarter during which their observed screening 
behavior deviates from the assigned treatment strategy (Supplement Figures S2–S4). Artificial censoring describes the 
analyst’s decision to ignore any future data for this subject, just as if it were missing.25 For example, a woman’s data will 
be censored in the “never screened” strategy at the time when she receives a screening, and a woman’s data will be 
censored from the “regular screening” strategy at the time when she misses a regular screening. Regular screenings are 
defined as screenings taking place between the fifth and tenth quarters (ie 12th to 30th month) after the quarter of the 
previous screening.

Artificial censoring can introduce selection bias if (time-varying) factors influence both deviation from the assigned 
strategy and the outcome. For instance, a woman may start taking hormone replacement therapy (HRT) and, due to the 
increased breast cancer risk associated with this medication, also be advised to start regular mammography screening. At 
that point, she deviates from the “no screening” strategy and would be artificially censored at the time of her first 
screening mammogram in that strategy. Thus, artificial censoring will be more likely for women using HRT than for 
women not using HRT, so that censoring might induce selection bias. However, this bias is avoided by weighting with the 
inverse probability of censoring taking HRT (and other relevant time-varying factors) into account;26 note that this is 
equivalent to adjusting for time-varying confounding. Women will not be artificially censored under any strategy after 
receiving a breast cancer diagnosis or after turning 70. No artificial censoring occurs for the “screening at baseline” 
strategy as any behavior, regular, irregular or lack of further screening after baseline, is compatible with this strategy. 
Note that within all strategies, diagnostic mammography may take place at any time, as required or indicated, and does 
not lead to artificial censoring as we aim to assess the added benefit of the MSP.

Exposure
While invitation to screening is not captured in the data, utilization of screening mammography can be identified via 
a unique EBM code and, thus, is distinguishable from utilization of diagnostic mammography. Women who have not 
attended screening yet or never attend screening will be included in the control strategy.

Outcome
Information on cause of death is not recorded in health claims data. For the majority of the study population, breast 
cancer deaths will therefore be identified via an algorithm that uses available information in claims data in the year of 
death. The algorithm has been developed in a sample for which both claims data and the official cause of death were 
directly linked. The initial version of the algorithm, described by Langner et al,27 showed a sensitivity of 91.3% and 
a specificity of 97.4%, and is currently being further optimized, eg by also considering information on cancer treatment. 
For study participants living in the federal states of North Rhine-Westphalia, Bavaria, and Lower Saxony official cause of 
death records will be directly available by linkage to the cancer registry of the respective federal state.

Covariates
Covariates for confounder adjustment were selected following subject matter knowledge and considerations about the 
causal relationships between covariates, exposure and outcome. An illustration of relevant causal patterns is given in 
Figure S5 in the Supplement. Details on how confounding as a potential source of bias is considered and how relevant 
covariates are captured in the data are provided in Supplements 4 and 5, and a preliminary list of covariates is given in 
Table S1 in Supplement 6. The list of covariates used in the final analysis will be finalized before data on the study 
outcome becomes available. All baseline covariates that can vary over time will be re-assessed at each time point, ie on 
a quarterly basis. All of these updated covariate values will be used to estimate inverse probability weights for artificial 
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censoring and competing events censoring (the latter only applies to sensitivity analyses). We will apply the usual model 
diagnostics and carry out balance checks. In addition to these covariates, further variables will be assessed to describe the 
study cohort.

Missing Data
Individuals with missing core demographic information (ie age, sex, and region of residency) will be excluded from the 
study. We expect this to be a negligible proportion of women.

We assume that prescriptions, diagnoses, and procedures not coded in our data did not take place. Since no 
information other than codes from the databases is available, this assumption cannot be verified. Over-the-counter 
prescriptions and medical services that are not reimbursed by health insurance providers are not coded in our database.

Loss to Follow-Up
Loss to follow-up may occur due to interruption of continuous enrolment, or end of insurance coverage. Interruptions in 
insurance coverage are very rare in Germany, particularly in the age group relevant for this study.28 We therefore assume 
that loss to follow-up is neither related to screening participation nor to the risk of breast cancer. Women are censored at 
loss to follow-up.

Addressing Potential Sources of Bias
As explained under “Study design”, the target trial emulation principle, combined with cloning and artificial censoring, 
ensures the alignment at time zero and thus mitigates many typical design-related biases in observational studies. Under 
“Covariates” we further address how information in the claims data can be used to adjust for confounding. A systematic 
overview and further explanation is provided in Supplement 4, addressing the topics “Confounding”, “Healthy screenee 
bias”, “Competing events”, “Time-related biases”, “Misclassification” and “Identifying assumptions”.

Primary Analysis
The primary analysis will consist of an estimation of the per-protocol effect of the screening strategies on breast cancer 
mortality, both in the overall population (research question 1) and in a subgroup of screening affine women (research 
question 2). One trial will be emulated for each calendar quarter from 2009 to 2016 with one woman possibly 
contributing to multiple screening strategies per trial. This means that the baseline of the first trial is January 1st, 
2009 and follow-up extends until end of data availability. The baseline of the second trial is April 1st, 2009 and follow-up 
extends until end of data availability. Thus, one trial is emulated per quarter, until the last emulated trial starts on 
October 1st, 2016. Data from all these emulated trials will be pooled and analyzed jointly. Clones will be artificially 
censored as described above and reweighted with suitable inverse probability weights. In our main analysis, we estimate 
the total effect on breast cancer mortality, ie the effect when death from other causes is not eliminated.15 Adjusted 
cumulative incidence functions (CIF) will be estimated using a pooled logistic regression (for details on the statistical 
methods used, see Supplement 1).

The comparison of the effect of screening strategies will be done in terms of differences in CIF, ie the effect will be 
observed at each point of follow-up. For the comparison of strategy 1 (never screened) with strategy 3 (regular 
screening), the above standardization to the empirical distribution of baseline confounders will use the confounder 
distribution of the entire study population, ie we estimate the average treatment effect (ATE). For the comparison of 
strategy 1 with strategy 2 (screening at least at baseline), on the other hand, the confounder distribution among treated 
women will be used, ie we will estimate the average treatment effect on the treated (ATT). The ATT will be more 
informative to answer the health policy question of whether offering the screening given imperfect adherence (ie contrast 
between strategies 1 and 2) and given the confounder distribution in women who decide to undergo screening is effective 
in lowering breast cancer mortality. Confidence intervals will be based on a person-level bootstrap to account for cloning. 
For a more detailed description of the statistical methods used here, see references.15,19,29 The analyses may use 
a random sample of controls only (ie from the never screened strategy), if computationally prohibitive otherwise. 
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Furthermore, alternative adjustment methods may be used to adjust for baseline confounding instead of the above- 
described standardization if the bootstrap sampling becomes computationally prohibitive.

Sub-Group and Secondary Analyses
While primary research question 1 refers to the entire study population, primary research question 2 will assess the effect 
of screening in the sub-group of screening affine women. These are defined as having attended at least one of the 
following preventive services during the three years preceding baseline: pap test or breast examination (identified via 
a single claim code), health check-up after age 35, skin cancer screening, screening colonoscopy, fecal occult blood test, 
influenza vaccination. By choosing a more restricted and homogeneous study population for primary research question 2, 
we aim at minimizing residual confounding while being aware that the effect within this special group may be different 
than in the larger population.30

As a secondary analysis, stratification by calendar year at baseline will be carried out in order to account for the 
implementation phase of the MSP. We will group all clones from emulated trials with baseline before or in 2011 in one 
stratum and all others in another stratum. The choice of the cut-off year 2011 is based on baseline characteristics in 
preliminary analyses (data not shown) and results in one stratum with highly variable age structure (implementation 
phase until 2011) and one stratum with more homogeneous age structure.

Furthermore, a restricted analysis without women who have a coded family history of breast cancer will be 
conducted, in order to obtain a subpopulation excluding high-risk individuals.

Sensitivity Analyses
The main analysis assesses the total effect of screening on breast cancer mortality, which encompasses the effect of 
screening on breast cancer mortality mediated by death due to other causes. This amounts to estimating the event-specific 
CIF for breast cancer death as event of interest.15 An estimation of the direct effect, ie under a hypothetical intervention 
which eliminates all competing events (ie death from other causes), will be conducted in a sensitivity analysis.15 

A comparison with the main analysis will help assess the impact of competing events on any conclusions. 
Furthermore, the models from the primary analysis will be re-fitted, but with all-cause mortality as outcome variable.

Further sensitivity analyses, such as quantitative bias analysis regarding family history of breast cancer (see 
Supplement 4), will be added to the analysis. Results of all secondary and sensitivity analyses will be interpreted in 
an exploratory way.

Discussion
We propose a design for an observational study in Germany that aims to investigate whether mammography screening 
reduces breast cancer mortality. The first data analysis will be conducted once 10-year follow-up data are available; 
extension of follow-up is planned. To the best of our knowledge, there is currently no other study using the principle of 
target trial emulation to address this research question. García-Albéniz et al used target trial emulation to investigate the 
continuation of screening mammography after age 70.31 There have been other large observational studies investigating 
screening mammography and breast cancer mortality that were conceptually different from our proposed study. 
Furthermore, these studies did not have individual-level confounder information, nor an unscreened control group and 
they did not employ a per-protocol design.10,11 The key contribution of our proposed study will be an up-to-date 
assessment of mammography screening effectiveness in a real-world German population, complementing evidence from 
earlier randomized trials in other countries. For many reasons, we do not expect exact agreement of our results with those 
from previous RCTs (see eg Groenwold for a discussion32), but instead aim at complementing past studies with the best 
possible evidence currently available on whether screening mammography affects breast cancer mortality in the German 
population. The chosen screening strategies will inform individual women’s choices as well as policy makers. The 
proposed study design carefully accounts for potential sources of bias and ambiguity. In particular, we also conduct 
analyses restricted to screening affine women, which is expected to minimize healthy-screenee bias and thus leads to 
a high internal validity. Moreover, the large size of our database constitutes a clear strength of our proposed study.
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While our study focuses on the effectiveness of mammography screening on breast cancer mortality, we are fully 
aware that mammography screening also has harmful effects. Overdiagnoses are considered to be one of the major harms 
of mammography screening including subsequent treatment of overdiagnosed cases.33,34 Mammography screening 
programs have been implemented in many countries because it is assumed that the benefits of mammography on breast 
cancer mortality outweigh these harms, but there is an ongoing debate with some scientists questioning this.33,35,36 Given 
that a very long follow-up of up to 30 years would be required to address overdiagnoses,37 our study cannot contribute to 
the debate on overdiagnoses. By focusing on the question whether there is a benefit of mammography screening under 
current conditions in Germany, our study addresses one part of the evaluation required by law. According to German law, 
any screening method to detect non-communicable diseases entailing exposure to radiation must be assessed both 
regarding the ability to detect the disease at an early state and thereby improve prognosis and regarding the harm to 
benefit ratio (§84 of the German Radiation Protection Law, “Strahlenschutzgesetz/StrlSchG”).

While the design of our study addresses several sources of bias, it is still limited by other issues of observational 
analyses. While we have carefully considered all plausible sources of confounding as detailed in Supplement 4, some 
unmeasured (baseline or time-dependent) confounding that cannot be mitigated with information based on claims codes 
cannot be ruled out. In particular, the role of family history of breast cancer, which is only partly observed, will therefore 
be assessed in quantitative bias analyses. Additionally, for a part of the study population the official cause of death is not 
available and will instead be identified based on an algorithm that has previously been validated through data linkage. 
The former version of this algorithm has already shown high sensitivity and specificity and is currently being further 
optimized.27 Furthermore, imprecision in the date of some codes is present in the data, as outpatient diagnoses are coded 
on a quarterly basis. We mitigated this by processing all data on a quarterly basis. This, however, introduces the 
limitation of potential residual time-related biases in quarterly trial emulation. With these limitations in mind, we are 
confident that our study represents the best analysis currently possible on the effectiveness of the mammography 
screening program in Germany.

Given data availability, we expect to publish the results of this study by the end of 2024.
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